A new quasiclassical method for quantum autocorrelation functions based on the semiclassical limit in Wigner phase space has been derived. Unlike the existing quasiclassical method, the new method enables long-time simulations, thus making it possible to locate quantum spectral lines very precisely. The new method has been tested for a one-dimensional anharmonic oscillator fitted to the H 2 molecule and for a six-dimensional calculation of the Ar 2 I van der Waals cluster in adiabatic approximation. The obtained results compare well with the benchmark quantum-mechanical calculations and are also roughly comparable to the experimental Ar 2 I − zero-kinetic-energy photoelectron spectrum, which is available in the literature.
I. INTRODUCTION
The present study is motivated by an effort to find a method which would be suitable for modeling highresolution absorption, emission, zero-kinetic-energy ͑ZEKE͒ photoelectron, and other spectra. The intended method should make it possible to calculate the positions of vibrational levels as well as help them associate with particular motions of the nuclei. It should be applicable for polyatomic molecules, such as short peptides, one-or two-shell van der Waals clusters, etc., and thus, fill a gap in the current spectroscopic modeling methodology.
Many problems in modeling large molecules can be solved using standard molecular mechanics or molecular dynamics. However, vibrational spectra, which are inherent quantum properties, can be correctly modeled only via quantum mechanical methods for nuclei. Unfortunately, exact basis-set or grid-based quantum mechanical methods, which suffer from exponential scaling, are not feasible for large molecules, which are to be modeled. As a solution to this problem, we propose a new Wigner phase space quasiclassical ͑WQC͒ method. The new WQC approach is a quantum dynamical method, which is used to obtain the quantum vibrational levels as follows: ͑i͒ First, an approximate quantum autocorrelation function is calculated. The initial wave function is given by the zero-point energy Gaussian, which is artificially shifted in phase space. ͑ii͒ Second, the quantum vibrational levels are obtained via a Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function.
The WQC method, which was first introduced by Heller, [1] [2] [3] has become well established. It constitutes a propagation of a bunch of classical trajectories, which are initiated via Monte Carlo sampling according to the initial Wigner distribution. 4 The WQC method originally entered the common knowledge as a mere "quasiclassical" approach. It was assumed that the propagated trajectories did not carry complete information about the quantum wave function, which has, however, been refuted in recent studies, showing that the complex autocorrelation function can be obtained via the WQC method. [5] [6] [7] Despite the promising progress, Garashchuk and Tannor   5 have not found the WQC method suitable for high-resolution spectroscopic modeling because, as they discovered, the WQC approximation breaks down after a few initial oscillations ͑recurrences͒. It is interesting that this problem does not occur in other time-dependent semiclassical methods. This problem has been further studied by Sun et al., 8, 9 who derived the WQC method using the semiclassical evolution ͑van Vleck-Gutzwiller͒ operator and ascribed the breakdown in long-time propagations to an additional linear approximation.
Another difference between the methods based on the van Vleck-Gutzwiller operator and the WQC approach should be mentioned, which has been left out in the discussions in Refs. 8 and 9, namely, the construction of the van Vleck-Gutzwiller operator as a superposition of several classical trajectories ͑"roots"͒ corresponding to the same initial and final positions. The number of roots increases from one to many trajectories as time proceeds. The interference of the roots is completely omitted in the WQC method, which, as has been corroborated by our research, is responsible for the approximation breakdown on the long-time scale rather than the linear approximation itself. This study provides a precise proof thereof while proposing a corrected WQC algorithm and demonstrating the usage of the corrected WQC method for spectroscopic applications. In so doing, we further elaborate our earlier studies, where we showed that the correct long-time behavior is obtained when the autocorrelation function is calculated as a sum of overlapping recurrences 6 and suggested an algorithm for a quantum phase of separate recurrences. 7 This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a complete mathematical formulation of the new WQC method without derivations. Section III offers an illustrative application of the new WQC method for a one-dimensional anharmonic case. The problem being solved corresponds to the molecular potential of H 2 . In Sec. IV, the method's application to a polyatomic case is shown. The vibrational levels are calculated for the Ar 2 I van der Waals cluster using the potential energy surfaces suggested by Zhao et al. 10 within a simplified adiabatic approach. The last section contains our conclusions. The derivation of the new WQC method is included in the Appendices.
II. QUASICLASSICAL APPROACH TO AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION USING RECURRENCES
This section describes the new WQC method for an autocorrelation function C͑t͒ defined as
where ⌿͑q͒ is the initial wave function and û ͑t͒ is the quantum evolution operator. The method is confined to the special case where ⌿͑q͒ is given by a Gaussian,
A. Autocorrelation function as a superposition of recurrences
The quasiclassical method is based on the semiclassical limit to the evolution operator known as the van VleckGutzwiller operator, 11, 12 u sc ͑qЈ , qЉ , t͒, defined as
The semiclassical approximation to the evolution operator u sc ͑qЈ , qЉ , t͒ is given by a contribution of one or more classical trajectories which start at position qЈ and finish at position qЉ at time t. ͑The boundary conditions for the classical trajectories may be given by the initial positions qЈ and momenta pЈ at time zero denoted as ͕qЈ , pЈ͖ i→ , or by positions qЉ and momenta pЉ at time t denoted as ͕qЉ , pЉ , t͖ →f , or by the initial positions qЈ at time zero and final positions qЉ at time t denoted as ͕qЈ , qЉ , t͖ r i→f . The definitions using either the initial or the final positions and momenta are unique. The definition using the initial and final positions is not unique; therefore, the classical trajectory is further specified by index r.͒ The semiclassical evolution operator is constructed as
The fact that the van Vleck-Gutzwiller operator is given by a superposition of several roots r is very important for the correct application of the quasiclassical approach to the autocorrelation function. The autocorrelation function is decomposed into recurrences, each corresponding to a single root r, of the semiclassical propagator such that
where
where u sc ͕͑qЈ , qЉ , t͖ r i→f ͒ is a continuous function of qЈ , qЉ. As long as several classical trajectories exist, which satisfy the same boundary conditions ͕qЈ , qЉ , t͖ r i→f , corresponding nonidentical functions u sc ͕͑qЈ , qЉ , t͖ r i→f ͒ also exist, which differ from one another by the number of classical turning points visited by the classical trajectories ͕qЈ , qЉ , t͖ r
i→f . An empirical definition of the generalized classical "turning points" for multidimensional cases will be discussed below.
B. Amplitude and phase derivative of the recurrences using the semiclassical limit in phase space quantization
The amplitudes ͉C r ͑t͉͒ 2 and the phase derivatives with respect to various parameters a, ‫ץ‬ arg C r ͑t͒ / ‫ץ‬a may be obtained via the semiclassical limit in phase-space quantization known as the quasiclassical approach. It is important to mention that the quasiclassical approach can be applied to the recurrences but not to the autocorrelation function as a whole, as proven in Appendix A based on Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑6͒. 
͑7͒
where ⌿ ͑qЈ , pЈ͒ is the Wigner distribution of the initial wave function ⌿͑q͒ given by
and q tr ͑qЈ , pЈ , t͒, p tr ͑qЈ , pЈ , t͒ are the positions and momenta of the classical trajectory with the initial condition given by ͓qЈ , pЈ͔ at time t. The integration in Eq. ͑7͒ goes over the subspace r of classical phase space ͓qЈ , pЈ͔, which is defined in such a way that q tr ͑qЈ , pЈ , t͒, p tr ͑qЈ , pЈ , t͒ relate to the single recurrence r.
The 
where VЉ͑q͒ is the matrix of the second derivatives of the potential.
C. Phase of the recurrences using a cross-correlation function
The recurrences are not completely defined by Eqs. ͑7͒ and ͑9͒, because only the phase derivatives of these recurrences are known, not the phase as such, therefore, the value of the phase at least at one point of each recurrence is missing for the definition to be complete. For this reason, a calculation of the cross-correlation function X͑t , ͒, or more specifically of its classical recurrences X r ͑t , ͒, have been introduced. As will be shown below, the recurrences of the cross-correlation function are analogous to the recurrences of the autocorrelation function, and actually add a second dimension to them, which is an artificial time variable.
Autocorrelation recurrences r are assumed to arise from the quasiperiodic motion of classical trajectories. This motion is imitated by constructing idealized periodic orbits with periods T r , which typically represent several approximate periods of the quasiperiodic motion. The idealized periodic orbit is a closed curve on the phase space beginning and ending in the same position given by ͓q 0 , p 0 ͔. The idealized periodic orbits are defined parametrically as ͓q r ͑͒ , p r ͔͑͒, where 0 ഛ ഛ T r and q r ͑0͒ = q r ͑T r ͒ = q 0 , p r ͑0͒ = p r ͑T r ͒ = p 0 . The crosscorrelation function X͑t , ͒ is defined as an overlap of the propagated wave function û ͑t͒⌿ with a Gaussian ⌽͑͒, which is localized at the position ͓q r ͑͒ , p r ͔͑͒, such that
where ⌽͑͒ is defined as
Like in the case of the autocorrelation function, also, in the case of the cross-correlation function, it is necessary to introduce the concept of recurrences, which builds on the existence of multiple roots of the semiclassical evolution operator û sc ͑t͒ ͓Eqs. ͑3͒-͑6͔͒. Recurrences in the crosscorrelation function are defined such that X r ͑t,͒ = ͵ dqЈdqЉ⌽ * ͑qЉ;͒u r sc ͑t,͕qЈ,qЉ,t͖͒⌿͑qЈ͒. ͑13͒
Classical trajectories contributing to the individual recurrences are determined analogically to the autocorrelation function with the exception that the number of returns of classical trajectories with respect to the reference position ͓q r ͑͒ , p r ͔͑͒ in the phase space is counted. The problem of classical turning points will be discussed below.
A quasiclassical propagation in the phase space makes it possible to obtain the absolute value of the recurrences and the time and derivatives of the phase of the recurrences, 
tr ͑qЈ,pЈ,t͒,p tr ͑qЈ,pЈ,t͒;͔⌿ ͑qЈ,pЈ͒
where ⌽ ͑q , p ; ͒ is the Wigner distribution of the wave function ⌽͑q ; ͒ given by
͑15͒
An important feature of the cross-correlation function is the fact that it remains strongly nonzero along the axis given by t = . This is caused by the fact that the wave packet ⌽͑ = t͒ moves as if simulating the motion of the propagated wave function û ͑t͒⌿, and thus, the two wave functions are in a continual non-negligible overlap. A no less important feature arising from the definition of the cross-correlation function concerns the relation between the autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions. It is expressed by the equation
The phase of the autocorrelation recurrence arg C r ͑t͒ at the point t = T r is obtained by a numerical integration of the phase derivative in the ͓t , ͔ plane along the contour t = ,
͑17͒
By solving Eq. ͑17͒, we obtain the phase value at a single point for each autocorrelation function recurrence, namely, for the times t = T r . This information makes it possible to obtain the phase value of the individual recurrences in the autocorrelation function using the numerical integration of the time derivative of the phase ͓Eq. ͑9͔͒ such that
D. Definition of turning points in multidimensional cases
Subsets of classical trajectories contributing to individual recurrences are determined according to the following algorithm: A generalized angle between two vectors in a multidimensional phase space given by accelerations and momenta is defined. ͑The use of accelerations instead of positions increases the stability of the calculations.͒ The generalized angles ␥ r between classical trajectories ͓a͑t͒ , p͑t͔͒ and coordinates in periodic orbits ͓a r ͑͒ , p r ͔͑͒ are given by
where is a parameter which is introduced for numerical convenience in those cases where the maximum amplitudes of a strongly differ from the maximum amplitudes of p such that
The quasiperiodic motion is now simply described by the periodic changes of ␥ r ͑t , ͒ in the interval ͑0,2͒. The turning points are determined by the condition ␥ r ͑t , ͒ = n, where n is an integer number. As a matter of fact, this condition is satisfied for the same values without any dependence on the parameter .
E. Monte Carlo integration
A Monte Carlo integration is used to evaluate the integrals in Eqs. ͑7͒, ͑9͒, and ͑14͒. The integrals are represented by sums over classical trajectories, which are distributed according to the weights given by the initial Wigner distribution, ⌿ ͑qЈ , pЈ͒, and which belong to the given recurrence r. For example, the absolute value of the cross-correlation function is given by
The other integrals are evaluated in analogy.
III. ONE-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM: THE H 2 MOLECULE
First, an elemental application of the new method for the Morse oscillator, which is approximately fitted to the ground state potential of H 2 , will be demonstrated ͑problem adopted from Ref. 5͒. The potential Hamiltonian is given by
where the potential depth D is given by D = 0.1744 a.u. and the potential width a by a = 1.0144 a.u. The effective mass is given by = 911.4 a.u. The initial Gaussian wave function is defined by the following parameters: ␣ =4, q 0 = 1 a.u., and p 0 = 0 a.u. The 20 000 classical trajectories are used in the simulation. The evolution of classical trajectories in phase space indicates that trajectories become more and more spread in phase space ͑Fig. 1͒. They create a spiral because the oscillation period continuously increases with energy. Separate lines of the spiral correspond to autocorrelation and crosscorrelation recurrences. Cross-correlation recurrences are evaluated for the periodic orbit defined by the classical trajectory starting at the center of the initial Gaussian. The absolute values of cross-correlation recurrences are shown in Fig. 2 . The ridge of all nth cross-correlation recurrences runs along the contour t + nT = , where n =0,1,... . Note that the cross-correlation recurrences strongly overlap in time; it is, hence, very important for each one of the recurrences to be calculated separately using classical trajectories with the same number of classical periods. By integrating the derivatives of the quantum phase along the contours t + nT = and t, we obtain complex autocorrelation recurrences, which are illustrated in Fig. 3 . Note that the recurrences occupy separate time intervals at the beginning, but as the time increases, the autocorrelation recurrences start to overlap in time.
The autocorrelation function is obtained as the sum over the complex autocorrelation recurrences ͑Fig. 4͒. The inter-ference between the individual recurrences enables a correct approximation to the autocorrelation function for a very long, perhaps infinite, propagation time. ͕The precision of the autocorrelation function is improved by omitting the second-order term in the time derivative of autocorrelation recurrences ͓Eqs. ͑9͒ and ͑10͔͒. This method is used in order to obtain Fig. 4 . Unfortunately, not even after a thorough examination did we find the cause of this behavior. The omission of the second-order term in the time derivative of autocorrelation recurrences has a minor influence on the calculated spectrum, which will be discussed below.͖ A comparison of the new implementation of the quasiclassical method and quantum propagation hardly shows any difference in Fig. 4 . On the other hand, the previous standard FIG. 1 . ͑Color online͒ The evolution of classical trajectories in the Morse potential. The trajectories form a Gaussian distribution in the phase space at the beginning: ͑a͒ t =0, ͑b͒ t = 100 a.u., ͑c͒ t = 1000 a.u., and ͑d͒ t = 5700 a.u. 
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New method for modeling the spectra of polyatomic systems J. Chem. Phys. 128, 154316 ͑2008͒ implementation of the quasiclassical method deteriorates shortly, after a few periods ͑see It should be mentioned that the autocorrelation function returns nearly to one around t = 5700 a.u. This means that the quantum wave packet closely resembles the initial Gaussian. Interestingly, the classical trajectories remain completely spread in the phase space, as shown in their evolution pictures ͑Fig. 1͒. The correct quasiclassical result is enabled by the positive interference between the contributing autocorrelation recurrences.
IV. VIBRONIC PROGRESSION OF THE Ar 2 I CLUSTER
The WQC method makes it possible to study the vibronic spectra of systems where exact quantum mechanical simulations are too computationally demanding. In addition, the WQC method offers a simple interpretation of the dynamics based on classical trajectories. This is demonstrated on the example of the Ar 2 I van der Waals cluster. The ZEKE photoelectron spectra of this cluster have been measured 13 and the cluster has already been used for probing various numerical methods. [14] [15] [16] The Ar 2 I cluster is modeled by a pairwise potential, where the Ar-Ar interaction is given by the van der Waals potential tabulated by Blaisten-Barojas. 17 The I-Ar interaction is constructed as a piecewise potential fitted to the experimental data by Zhao et al., 10 where the lowest potential surface is used for state X.
The cluster is initially excited in the symmetric stretching normal mode by shifting the zero-point energy Gaussian into a nonequilibrium position. We have studied two types of the excitation: In one of them, the cluster is squeezed by ⌬q = 160 a.u. in the symmetric stretching mode, which means that the Ar-I bond is squeezed from 7.47 to 7.01 b. ͑For the sake of comparison, the initial quantum uncertainty in the Ar-I bond is given by 0.25 b.͒ In the other, the zeropoint energy Gaussian is given artificial momentum in the symmetric stretching mode, ⌬p = 0.03 a.u. The converged quasi-classical dynamics for a time period of up to 7 ps have been performed, including 50 000 trajectories for the first type and 25 000 trajectories for the second type.
The attained spectra, which correspond to the two cases, are shown in Figs. 6͑a͒ and 6͑b͒. We have obtained a sequence of vibronic lines starting at −359 cm −1 with the characteristic frequency =39 cm −1 and anharmonicity =2. We have obtained a splitting of the lines from the energy of −260 cm −1 given by approximately 6 or 7 cm −1 . The splitting can be explained using Fig. 7 , which illustrates the qua- . ͑Color online͒ The energy spectra for the Ar 2 I van der Waals cluster calculated for different initial conditions: ͑a͒ Excited by shifting from the equilibrium in the symmetric stretching mode; ͑b͒ excited by adding nonzero momentum in the symmetric stretching mode; ͑c͒ the exact quantum mechanical spectrum for the same initial conditions as in the case ͑b͒.
siclassical evolution of the cluster. The argons start to flip around iodine in an energy of approximately −260 cm −1 . The average period of this motion reasonably corresponds to the obtained splitting. In energies higher than −200 cm −1 , an interchange of the two argon atoms has been observed, as a result of which a multiple splitting of lines occurs, which appears like a broadening of lines due to the relatively shorttime propagation. Unfortunately, the obtained spectra are quite noisy for energies lower than −260 cm −1 . In addition, a nonexistent line appears at −398 cm −1 , slightly above the classical minimum energy ͑−402 cm −1 ͒. We assume that these problems result from the semiclassical approximation, which does not take some most likely quantum effects, e.g., flipping due to tunneling, into consideration.
A benchmark quantum mechanical calculation has been carried out for the second type ͓Fig. 6͑c͔͒. The obtained positions of the quantum levels are compared to the quasiclassical ones in Table I . A semiquantitative agreement is clearly obtained. The quantum lines appear in doublets and multiplets already starting from the first excited state, but the quasiclassical lines are split only for higher energies. This discrepancy may be ascribed to the missing tunneling in the quasiclassical approach.
Our calculation may, to a certain extent, be compared with the measured ZEKE photoelectron spectrum. 13 Although our calculation does not take nonadiabatic effects into account, we may study at least the vibrational structure of state II, which is separated by an energy of 7500 cm −1 from states X and I ͓see that the observed anharmonicity is twice as large as the calculated one indicates a problem on the part of the potential energy surface used.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have suggested a new method for calculating the positions of the vibrational energy levels of strongly anharmonic multidimensional systems. The method would require a propagation of tens of thousands classical trajectories. The scaling of the method with the system size has not been explicitly studied, but the current experience implies that the number of trajectories hardly increases with increasing system size.
The method is among the quasiclassical approaches using a classical propagation of Wigner phase space distributions. It is well based on a derivation from the semiclassical van Vleck-Gutzwiller propagator. We have introduced a new concept of recurrences which makes it possible to account correctly for the long-time interference without losing the conceptual and computational simplicity of the quasiclassical method. This principal solution allows us to obtain highresolution spectra.
Concerning the accuracy of the approximation, the new method provides nearly exact results for strongly anharmonic systems such as the Morse oscillator. Its application to the neutral van der Waals cluster Ar 2 I shows that the method also accounts for the mode coupling well. The error, which may occur for low energies where tunneling is present, seems to manifest itself as "noise" in the spectrum.
We believe that the new method is a powerful and a unique tool for quantum modeling in highly resolved ultraviolet-visible and infrared spectroscopies. In order to facilitate the spreading of this method, we would like to offer a program package to the community. Further information can be found in Ref. 18 
APPENDIX A: DETAILED DERIVATION OF THE QUASICLASSICAL METHOD
The semiclassical approximation to the quantum evolution operator is given by the van Vleck-Gutzwiller operator, see Sec. II A, Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑4͒. The van Vleck-Gutzwiller operator is given by a superposition of the roots u sc ͕͑qЈ , qЉ , t͖ r i→f ͒. The roots are given by
where F is the number of degrees of freedom of the studied system. The amplitude A͕͑qЈ , qЉ , t͖ r i→f ͒ is given by
The Monodromy matrix M qp ͕͑qЈ , qЉ , t͖ r i→f ͒ is defined as
namely, as a partial derivative of the final position qЉ of the classical trajectory with respect to its initial momentum pЈ = p tr ͑0,͕qЈ , qЉ , t͖ r i→f ͒ while keeping the initial position qЈ constant. ͓Concerning the notation of the trajectory position q tr and momentum p tr , the first parameter refers to the time in the interval ͑0,t͒, whereas the parameters in the braces define the boundary condition, where the last parameter t refers to the final time.͔ The phase S͕͑qЈ , qЉ , t͖ r i→f ͒ is given by the classical action for the classical trajectory The notations T͑tЈ ; ͕qЈ , qЉ , t͖ r i→f ͒ and V͑tЈ ; ͕qЈ , qЉ , t͖ r i→f ͒ refer to the kinetic and potential energies for the time tЈ in the classical trajectory ͕qЈ , qЉ , t͖ r i→f . The classical approximation to the recurrences is obtained by substituting for the van Vleck-Gutzwiller propagator in Eq. ͑13͒
The absolute value squared of the cross-correlation function is given by
͑A6͒
In seeking the stationary phase solution of Eq. ͑A6͒ for the limit ប → 0, the following substitution of the integration variables was performed:
The phase is expanded such that
where the substitution for the first derivatives follows from Eq. ͑A4͒ ͑see Appendix B͒. The first-order expansion of the amplitude is given by
It should be mentioned that Eq. ͑A9͒ is exact for the harmonic oscillator, where the higher-order derivatives of A͕͑qЈ , qЉ , t͖ r i→f ͒ with respect to qЈ and qЉ are zero. By substituting Eqs. ͑A8͒ and ͑A9͒ in Eq. ͑A6͒, we obtain ͉X r ͑t;͉͒ 2 = ͵ dqЈdqЉA 2 ͕͑qЈ,qЉ,t͖ r i→f ͒ ϫ⌽ ͓qЉ,p tr ͑t;͕qЈ,qЉ,t͖ r i→f ͒;͔ ϫ⌿ ͓qЈ,p tr ͑0;͕qЈ,qЉ,t͖ r i→f ͔͒. ͑A10͒
Finally, we switch to the initial value representation by using the initial position and momentum ͓qЈ , pЈ͔ instead of the initial and final positions ͕qЈ , qЉ , t͖ r i→f to represent the classical trajectory. The new definitions, q tr ͑qЈ , pЈ , t͒ = qЉ and pЈ = p tr ͑0;͕qЈ , qЉ , t͖ r i→f ͒, are used. 
Phase derivative with respect to time
The derivative of the phase of the recurrence r of the cross-correlation function is defined as ‫ץ‬ arg X r ‫ץ‬t = 1 2i͉X r ͑t,͉͒ 2 ͫ X r * ͑t,͒ ‫ץ‬X r ͑t,͒ ‫ץ‬t − c.c. ͬ . ͑A12͒
As the semiclassical limit for the denominator is given by Eq. ͑A11͒, the semiclassical limit is yet to be derived for the expression X r * ͑t , ͒‫ץ‬X r ͑t , ͒ / ‫ץ‬t − c.c. 
͑A16͒
The substitution of the integration variables is performed, as given in Eqs. ͑A7͒, and the stationary-phase solution is sought for the limit ប → 0. Equations ͑A8͒ and ͑A9͒ yield
Subsequently, the complex conjugate expression X r ͑t , ͒‫ץ‬X r * ͑t , ͒ / ‫ץ‬t, which is obtained from Eq. ͑A17͒ by changing the signs of the integration variables ␦ q Ј , ␦ q Љ, is subtracted such that
⌬ is expanded in terms of ␦ q Ј and ␦ q Љ up to the second order,
͑A20͒
We switch to a final-value representation given by the final coordinates and momenta qЉ , pЉ, where pЉ is given by pЉ = p tr ͑t , ͕qЈ , qЉ , t͖ r i→f ͒. 
is simplified using Eqs. ͑A21͒ and ͑D1͒ in the local harmonic approximation, where the second derivatives of p tr ͑t , qЈ → qЉ , t͒ in Eq. ͑D1͒ are assumed to be negligible,
͑A22͒
By substituting Eqs. ͑A14͒ and ͑A15͒ in Eq. ͑A22͒ and using the definition of the classical Hamiltonian given by H͑qЉ , pЉ͒ = pЉ 2 / 2 + V͑qЉ͒, we obtain
͑A23͒
A local harmonic approximation, which is defined in Appendix E, is used such that
͑A24͒
Now, ⌬ is substituted in Eq. ͑A18͒,
where the zero order contribution h 0 is associated with the first term in Eq. ͑A24͒. Having substituted in Eq. ͑A18͒ and switched to the initial value representation and using the energy conservation law, H͑qЉ , pЉ͒ = H͑qЈ , pЈ͒, we obtain 3. Phase derivative with respect to the parameter , ٢ arg X r "t ; … / ٢
The derivative of the phase of the recurrence r of the cross-correlation function is defined as
It is necessary to derive the semiclassical limit for the expression X r * ͑t , ͒‫ץ‬X r ͑t , ͒ / ‫ץ‬ − c.c. The derivative ‫ץ‬X r ͑t , ͒ / ‫ץ‬ is given by ͓use Eqs. ͑A5͒ and ͑12͔͒
where ͗q͘ r ͑t , ͒ is defined such that
hence,
ϫ͗q͘ r ͑t,͔͒ ͮ .
͑A32͒
The expression X r * ͑t , ͒͗q͘ r ͑t , ͒ is subsequently simplified using Eqs. ͑A5͒ and ͑A31͒, X r * ͑t,͒͗q͘ r ͑t,͒ = ͵ dq 1 
